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Inflation talk dominated the financial news in March as
•
President Biden’s $1.9 trillion stimulus plan was signed into law
and the White House laid out the basis of a large infrastructure
bill. There is a widespread belief that inflation will rise in coming
months; YoY comparisons are about to begin being made against
a very low base impacted by last March and April’s economic
shutdowns. Even if the Core PCE, the Fed’s preferred inflation
•
measure, were to remain flat this March and April, comparisons
with the same months of 2020 would cause Core PCE to rise
from February’s 1.41% to 1.95% by April. This base effect sheds
no light on the more pressing question of whether inflation will
persist. Evaluating upcoming monthly or quarterly changes
should offer better perspective.
•
There are several reasons to discount inflation fears; the
simplest is that large stimulus efforts such as QEI through QEIII,
and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act failed to
produce a meaningful surge. Additionally, while recoveries in
Durable and Nondurable Goods consumption to above-trendline
pre-pandemic levels have generated a great deal of attention,
goods consumption is dwarfed by services and comprises only
30% of all consumer spending. With two-thirds of consumer
spending still lagging, it is hard to see demand being sufficient
•
to cause the economy to overheat.
Despite strong momentum in the March employment report, a
deeper look reveals that the pandemic is still weighing heavily.
Although 11.4 million Americans reporting in The Household
Survey that they either did not work at all or worked fewer
hours because their employer had lost or closed their business
was an improvement from the prior month’s 13.3 million, a
sizeable employment gap persists. The economy bears scars that
will take time to heal, and although labor demand is improving,
it remains weak.
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While manufacturing is no longer the engine of the US
economy, February’s ISM Manufacturing report was
exceptional; the headline reading reaching levels not seen since
1983. This was followed by an equally strong ISM Services
report. The index rose to 63.7, the highest reading since records
began in 1997.
Meanwhile, retail sales fell 3% in February and there was a
surprise -1.1% drop in retail orders, although weather and
supply bottlenecks were partly to blame. Notably, automobiles
were down 8.7% as chip shortages constrained supply. A
200,000-ton container ship running aground and blocking the
Suez Canal for several days captured popular imagination, while
adding considerable strain to global supply chains and
complicating efforts to assess the inflationary impact of
backlogs.
There was worrying news on the issue that has framed health
and economic news over the past year: COVID-19. A drop in US
cases since the start of the year has stalled and case counts are
rising again. The “reopening trade” was fueled by a far-quickerthan-expected US vaccination push, and if too-rapid reopening
contributes to a sustained new wave of infections, the recovery
could be jeopardized.

…but is Dwarfed by Weak Services Spending

Durable and Nondurable Consumption Soars…
PCE - Nondurable Goods

Nonetheless, there are tangible signs that economic areas hit
hardest are beginning to recover. March’s employment report
produced a headline number of 916k new jobs, suggesting that
labor demand is strengthening. Notably, most of the jobs were
in leisure and hospitality, food service, and bars. Hiring in these
sectors could point to an acceleration in services spending.
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EQUITY NEWS AND NOTES
A LOOK AT THE MARKETS
•

•

•

•

•

Stocks rallied on over the final month of Q1 as the S&P 500
gained 4.4% in March to bring YTD total return to +6.2%, a
fourth straight positive quarter. A bullish narrative was
bolstered by massive fiscal stimulus in the form of a new relief
bill signed on March 11th equating to roughly 9% of GDP. An
accommodative Fed, improving economy, accelerating vaccine
rollout, and a rebound in corporate profits are also generating a
substantial equity tailwind.
The advance has been broad-based with all 11 S&P sectors
higher for the month and comfortably above their respective 50day moving averages. Another gauge of market breadth is
revealed by more than 90% of S&P 500 companies trading above
their 200-day moving average, confirming a long-term uptrend
and robust performance participation.
Despite these positive indicators, one ought to be mindful that
the market is more than a year off its lows. Year two market
returns have historically tended to be muted, although positive,
compared with the prior year, and significant drawdowns have
occurred.
Performance divergence is revealing, although every S&P sector
has participated in the rally. Most economists are raising their
2021 GDP forecasts to a range of 6 to 9%. This would represent
the strongest growth rate since the early 1980s. Interest rates,
which are usually positively correlated with GDP growth, have
moved higher, fueling a rotation into economically sensitive
sectors. Cyclicals such as Energy, Financials, and Industrials have
recently led equity performance, while more defensive, noncyclical sectors have lagged. Many of the mega cap Technology
names that soared during the pandemic have trailed of late as
focus moves into areas more levered to economic reopening.
Upward rate pressure has also hurt high growth, high valuation
companies. These “longer duration” companies’ future cash
flows are now being discounted at higher rates as UST yields
increase, thereby reducing the present value of anticipated
income streams. This helps explain why Large Value (+11.3%)
has outperformed Large Growth (+0.9%) to start the year.

•

•

•

•

We continue to emphasize a long-term, diversified approach to
portfolio construction with exposure to both cyclical and secular
growth. Our security selection is avoiding unprofitable, deep
value names, as we feel these types of stocks have become
highly speculative.
Trend lines matter and Q1 earnings season kicks off in midApril with Wall Street consensus calling for YoY S&P 500
growth of +23.8%. Even though year ago comparisons will be
unnaturally positive given where we were in 2020, earnings
estimates have also been on the rise. Q1 forecasts have
increased from a year-end level of +15.8%, and a record number
of companies have issued positive quarterly guidance. Corporate
earnings must continue to rebound to allow markets to grow
into today’s extended valuation multiples.
Ample liquidity has helped financial conditions remain easy as
evidenced by the NFCI, a barometer measuring more than 100
economic stress indicators. Below zero readings suggest an
easier-than-average environment. We find it comforting that
neither higher interest rates, nor rising inflation expectations
have yet translated into tighter financial conditions. This may
be one reason why Chairman Powell and the Federal Reserve
currently seem to lack concern about interest rates and inflation.
Should the HFCI Index reverse course, the Fed might not remain
as ambivalent.
While the economy is certain to see a boost from the President’s
infrastructure plan, investors seem less preoccupied over the tax
increases needed to help pay for it. Proposed changes will likely
include an increase in the corporate tax rate to up to 28%,
eliminating certain tax breaks on foreign income, and instituting
a corporate minimum tax. Estimates are that the plan could
shave anywhere from 5 to 9% off 2022 S&P 500 earnings. Much
congressional negotiation awaits, and the terms and timing of
potential changes remain unknown. It bears noting that tax
increases are felt more quickly than infrastructure spending, so
the economy and businesses could be impacted before
benefiting from an acceleration in growth.

Source: Goldman Sachs
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FROM THE TRADING DESK
MUNICIPAL MARKETS
•

Favorable economic forecasts, forthcoming additional stimulus, • Investment grade municipal demand is also unlikely to be
and growing inflation concerns produced sustained upward
tempered by near-term credit concerns. As the “Public Sector
pressure on Q1 fixed income yields. As noted below, USTs
Watch” notes that follow on the next page indicate, most state
moved sharply higher and municipals followed, although they
and local budgets are comfortably exceeding conservative
somewhat lagged. 10Yr AAA muni yields rose during Q1 from
projections and substantial further Federal aid is forthcoming.
0.71% to 1.12%. Curve steepening was pronounced with the
And with income tax hikes possible, if not likely, demand for taxspread between 2s and 10s rising from 57 to 98 basis points.
exempt income is not likely to wane anytime soon.
We welcome a more normalized curve as it creates better
Weekly Tax-Exempt Mutual Fund Flows ($million)
opportunities to invest client assets and bolsters reinvestment
income. As active managers, we are looking for opportunities to
10,000
enhance yield and total return while seeking to protect capital as
rates adjust.

•

The positive technical backdrop that has characterized the
municipal market for some time remains intact. Demand is still
strong with net municipal fund flows exceeding $31 billion YTD.
Through the end of Q1, new tax-exempt issuance of $73 billion
is only slightly ahead of relatively low 2020 comparisons.
Furthermore, Citibank anticipates flat net new issuance in April,
as maturities, calls, and coupon payments are likely to offset
new offerings.
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CORPORATE BOND MARKETS
•

USTInvestor
2 to 10Yr
Spreads
(basis
points)
Curve steepening has been the story of late, with the spread
demand
has
accommodated
this new supply with
180
between 2s and 10s on the UST curve reaching 160 basis points
spreads tightening modestly during Q1 despite rising UST yields.
at the end of March, a level not seen since the summer of 2015. 160
140
With the front end of the curve remaining inside of 10 basis
120
points due largely to an accommodative Federal Reserve, bear
100
steepening of Q1 was driven by a spike in the 10Yr from 0.83% to 80
1.74%.
60

•

Investment grade credit spreads have been in an elongated band 40
20
throughout 2021. Option-adjusted spreads (OAS) reached
0
cyclical lows at 88 basis points at month’s end. A solid
-20
fundamental credit outlook has fueled sustained demand for
4/6/16
10/6/17
4/6/19
10/6/20
corporates despite modestly negative recent performance
Source: Bloomberg
driven by upward rate pressure. We note that after several
weeks of sluggish volumes, TRACE reported a $14.3 billion
All Corporate Bonds: Difference b/w Avg. Daily Volume
increase in trading activity on the last day of the month, an
(prior week) and Current Volume
indication of vibrant market conditions given accompanying
spread tightening.
18,000,000,000

•

Investor appetite for corporate bond risk and the income it
offers remains high despite the recent move up in the yield
curve. The riskiest tier of the High Yield market (CCCs) was the
top-performing US fixed-income asset class in Q1 with the
Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index returning
+3.58%. Below investment grade corporate issuers are
capitalizing by issuing bonds at a historic pace. March high yield
bond issuance reached a record $59.1 billion, contributing to a
new high in quarterly corporate issuance of $148.7 billion.
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FINANCIAL PLANNING PERSPECTIVES
CONGRESS TO GRAPPLE WITH A SHIFTING TAX ENVIRONMENT
Estate Tax Exemptions Poised to Fall
As a follow up to last month’s discussion of the “Ultra-Millionaire Tax Act,” and
ahead of President Biden’s individual tax increase proposals expected later this
month, two recently introduced bills could significantly alter the estate planning
landscape. The first, “For the 99.5% Act,” was released on March 25 by Sen.
Bernie Sanders (I-VT). The Act would reduce the federal estate tax exemption
from $11.7M ($23.4M for couples) to $3.5M, or $7M for married couples, while
also seeking to introduce the accompanying tiered estate tax rates.
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The proposal would also decouple the federal estate and gift taxes (the $11.7M federal estate tax exemption is currently a “unified credit”
that may be used during life or at death) and restrict lifetime gifts to $1M (at which point the above estate tax rates apply). Furthermore,
it would eliminate or limit common estate planning techniques such as annual gifts, GRATS, dynasty trusts and valuation discounts.
The second proposal, the Sensible Taxation and Equity Promotion (STEP) Act, seeks to end the cost basis step-up that individuals receive
on appreciated assets upon their death. The STEP Act, introduced by Senators Van Hollen (D-MD), Booker (D-NJ), Sanders (I-VT),
Whitehouse (D-RI) and Warren (D-MA), would limit the amount of unrealized capital gains eligible for a step-up in basis to $1M. If
enacted, the legislation would be applied retroactively to January 1, 2021.
Upper Income Tax Rate Debate Pending
While the legislative fate of these estate tax proposals remains uncertain, the policy themes of the STEP ACT and the “For the 99.5% Act”
are likely to be reflected in individual tax proposals the White House is expected to announce later this month. Upper income tax
increases are being framed by proponents as policy adjustments aimed at offsetting some of the costs of economic stimulus and proposed
infrastructure investment. Last August we summarized potential individual tax rate adjustments. Regardless of how this fiscal policy
debate plays out, the tax environment has clearly changed, and we encourage clients to discuss potential impact on their financial plans.

Important Tax Planning Reminders:
The IRS, in Notice 2021-21, recently extended the following 2020 tax filing
deadlines until May 17, 2021:
• Individual tax returns
• Contributions to Traditional and Roth IRAs
• Contributions to Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) and Archer medical savings
accounts (MSAs)
• Coverdell Education Savings Accounts (Coverdell ESAs)
• IRS has extended the window to claim refunds from tax year 2017 forward.
• Massachusetts and 34 other states have already aligned their tax filing
deadlines with the IRS.
Please note that certain 2020 filings remain due on or before April 15, 2021:
•
•
•

Q1 2021 estimated tax payments
Trust and Estate tax returns
Corporate tax returns

For questions concerning our financial planning or wealth management services, please contact:
Jim O’Neil, Managing Director
617-338-0700 x775 | joneil@appletonpartners.com
www.appletonpartners.com
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APPLETON PARTNERS, INC.
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OUR HERITAGE

OUR DEFINING
BELIEFS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 1986 and located in Boston, MA
100% employee owned and operated
Collaborative, team-oriented culture marked by personnel continuity
Professional staff of 54 dedicated to supporting all aspects of our clients’
financial lives
Personalized, high-touch service backed by recognized asset
management expertise
Entrusted with more than $12.4 billion of client assets (as of 3/31/21)
Private client services should be customized and objective-based
Transparency and accessibility are core Appleton commitments
Goal-oriented and risk sensitive growth, income and tax efficiency are
integral to our portfolio management approach
Our active investment strategies emphasize liquidity and flexibility
Separate accounts are best suited to meeting specific
investment objectives
Qualitative insight and deep proprietary research can uncover attractive
investment opportunities

ONE POST OFFICE SQ. BOSTON, MA 02109 TEL. 617.338.0700 WWW.APPLETONPARTNERS.COM
This commentary reflects the opinions of Appleton Partners based on information that we believe to be reliable. It is intended for informational purposes only,
and not to suggest any specific performance or results, nor should it be considered investment, financial, tax or other professional advice. It is not an offer or
solicitation. Views regarding the economy, securities markets or other specialized areas, like all predictors of future events, cannot be guaranteed to be
accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. While the Adviser believes the outside data sources cited to be credible, it has not independently
verified the correctness of any of their inputs or calculations and, therefore, does not warranty the accuracy of any third-party sources or information. Specific
securities identified and described may or may not be held in portfolios managed by the Adviser and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or
recommended for advisory clients. The reader should not assume that investments in the securities identified and discussed are, were or will be
profitable. Any securities identified were selected for illustrative purposes only, as a vehicle for demonstrating investment analysis and decision making.
Investment process, strategies, philosophies, allocations, performance composition, target characteristics and other parameters are current as of the date
indicated and are subject to change without prior notice. Registration with the SEC should not be construed as an endorsement or an indicator of investment
skill acumen or experience. Investments in securities are not insured, protected or guaranteed and may result in loss of income and/or principal.

